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ABSTRACT
The TESS mission detected a companion orbiting TIC 71268730, categorized it as a planet candi-

date, and designated the system TOI-5375. Our follow-up analysis using radial velocity data from
the Habitable-zone Planet Finder (HPF), photometric data from Red Buttes Observatory (RBO), and
speckle imaging with NN-EXPLORE Exoplanet Stellar Speckle Imager (NESSI) determined that the
companion is a very low mass star (VLMS) near the hydrogen-burning mass limit with a mass of
0.080±0.002M� (83.81 ± 2.10MJ), a radius of 0.1114+0.0048

−0.0050R� (1.08410.04670.0487RJ), and brightness tem-
perature of 2600 ± 70 K. This object orbits with a period of 1.721553±0.000001 days around an early
M dwarf star (0.62 ± 0.016M�). TESS photometry shows regular variations in the host star’s TESS
light curve, which we interpreted as activity-induced variation of ∼2%, and used this variability to
measure the host star’s stellar rotation period of 1.9716+0.0080

−0.0083 days. The TOI-5375 system provides
tight constraints on stellar models of low-mass stars at the hydrogen-burning limit and adds to the
population in this important region.

Corresponding author: Mika Lambert
mlambert43@arizona.edu

∗ Based on observations obtained with the Hobby-Eberly Telescope
(HET), which is a joint project of the University of Texas at
Austin, the Pennsylvania State University, Ludwig-Maximillians-
Universitaet Muenchen, and Georg-August Universitaet Goettin-
gen. The HET is named in honor of its principal benefactors,
William P. Hobby and Robert E. Eberly.
† The WIYN Observatory is a joint facility of the NSF’s Na-

tional Optical-Infrared Astronomy Research Laboratory, Indiana
University, the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Pennsylvania
State University, the University of Missouri, the University of
California-Irvine, and Purdue University.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS;
Ricker et al. 2015) is a NASA mission to monitor nearly
the entire sky for brief decreases in brightness caused
by transiting planetary objects. However, a significant
number of these transits are astrophysical false positives,
caused by stellar binary systems. Since the launch of
TESS in 2018, there have been 234 confirmed planets
and 1573 false positives detected (Guerrero et al. 2021).
Ground-based follow-up is essential to fully characterize
these objects.
Eclipsing binary systems are important astrophysical

benchmarks because they allow us to dynamically con-
strain the physical characteristics of the system includ-
ing mass and radius (e.g., Torres et al. 2009; Kesseli
et al. 2019; Serenelli et al. 2021) mostly independent
of theoretical models. Thus, these stellar systems pro-
vide measurements that feedback into the calibration
and evolution of stellar evolution models. Cataloging
false positives in TESS data may also benefit the TESS
data processing pipeline to identify parameters that are
correlated with erroneously classifying binary systems
as exoplanets.
The TESS input catalog identified TIC 71268730

(TOI-5375, 2MASS J07350822+7124020, Gaia DR3
1110586978339817728) as an early M dwarf with an ef-
fective temperature of 3865 ± 157 K. The TESS data
processing pipeline designated the companion of TOI-
5375 as a candidate planet with a period of 1.72 days
and a depth of 36.88±0.58 mmag. Gan et al. (2022) clas-
sify TOI-5375 as a verified planet candidate after vetting
by their photometric analysis pipeline. In this paper, we
present our analysis of the TOI-5375 system augmenting
the TESS photometry with ground-based observations
to determine the companion, TOI-5375 B, is a very low
mass star (VLMS) at the hydrogen-burning mass limit.
In §2, we describe the observational data collected; in
§3, we discuss the stellar parameters; in §4, we discuss
the resulting posteriors of our joint fit; in §5 we present
an analysis of our results in the context of evolutionary
models, age, temperature, and environment.

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. TESS Photometry

TOI-5375 was observed by TESS in Sector 20 from
2019 December 24 - 2020 January 21, and in Sector
26 from 2020 June 8 - 2020 July 4, at a thirty-minute
(1800 seconds) cadence. It was also observed in Sec-
tor 40 from 2021 June 24 - 2021 July 23, at 120-second

cadence. Similar to the TOI-1899 (Cañas et al. 2020)
and TOI-3629 (Cañas et al. 2022) systems, we identi-
fied TOI-5375 B as a planetary candidate using a cus-
tom pipeline to search for transiting candidates in short
and long-cadence TESS data orbiting M dwarfs that
were amenable to RV observations with HPF (see; Cañas
et al. 2022). TOI-5375 B was also independently identi-
fied by the TESS science processing pipeline (Jenkins
et al. 2016) with a period of about 1.72 days and a
transit duration of 1.74 hours. For the short cadence
data, Sector 40, we obtained the Pre-search Data Con-
ditioning SAP flux (PSDCSAP) data from the Mikulski
Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST).
We used eleanor (Feinstein et al. 2019) to produce

the light curves from the TESS full-frame images of Sec-
tors 20 and 26. eleanor uses the TESScut1 service to
obtain a cut-out of 31×31 pixels from the calibrated full-
frame images centered on the target. In order to derive
the light curve, we used the CORRFLUX values, in which
eleanor uses linear regression with pixel position, mea-
sured background, and time to remove signals correlated
with these parameters. We set the aperture mode to
‘normal’ which tests different apertures and is based on
the magnitude of the target star and the contamination
ratio from TESS (Feinstein et al. 2019). Figure 1 shows
the original light curves of TOI-5375 in TESS sector 20,
26, and 40. Several strong flares are clearly seen in the
light curves. We identified and masked these events by
hand before carrying out subsequent analysis.

2.2. Ground Based Follow Up
2.2.1. RBO Photometry

We observed TOI-5375 on the night of 2022, April 4
UT using the 0.6 m telescope at Red Buttes Observa-
tory (RBO) in Wyoming (Kasper et al. 2016). RBO is
equipped with an Andor Apogee Alta F16 camera and
used the 2×2 on-chip binning mode, which has a gain of
1.4 e−/ADU, and a plate scale of 0.73"/pixel. All ob-
servations were obtained in the Bessell I filter (Bessell
1990). The target was defocused moderately and ob-
served using an exposure time of 240 seconds. Observa-
tions ranged from an airmass of 1.18 to 2.15. We pro-
cessed the RBO light curves using AstroImageJ (Collins
et al. 2017). The final reductions used a photometric
aperture radius of 12 pixels (8.76"), an inner sky radius

1 https://mast.stsci.edu/tesscut/

 https://mast.stsci.edu/tesscut/
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Figure 1. Long cadence (1800 seconds), unbinned transit observations of TOI-5375 in TESS Sector 20 (top), 26 (middle), and
short cadence (120 seconds) unbinned photometry from TESS Sector 40 (bottom). Variability in the host star’s light curve
evolves throughout the different sectors which we infer to be due to varying stellar spots. The periodicity of the spot-induced
variability is tied to the rotation of the primary star. We also see flares due to stellar activity, which are masked out in our
analysis.

of 18 pixels (13.14"), and an outer sky radius of 25 pixels
(18.25").

2.2.2. HPF Radial Velocities

From November 2020 to January 2022, we used the
Habitable-zone Planet Finder (HPF; Mahadevan et al.
2014) to obtain 12 exposures of TOI-5375. HPF is a
high-resolution, near-infrared (8080 − 12780 Å) Doppler
spectrograph at the 10-meter Hobby-Eberly Telescope
(HET) located in Texas (Ramsey et al. 1998; Bash 2001).
We used the tool HxRGproc to convert the raw HPF
data into flux images and correct nonlinearity and cos-
mic rays, remove bias noise, and calculate the slope/flux
and variance image (Ninan et al. 2018).
We analyzed the HPF spectra to measure the radial

velocities (RVs) using the method in Stefansson et al.
(2020), which uses a modified version of the SpEctrum

Radial Velocity AnaLyser pipeline (SERVAL) (Zech-
meister et al. 2018) that has been optimized for HPF
data. HPF-adapted SERVAL first creates a master tem-

plate from the target star observations and then moves
it in velocity space to determine the Doppler shift for
each observation. SERVAL then compares the observa-
tion with the template and minimizes the χ2 statistic.
The telluric regions are identified by a synthetic telluric-
line mask created by telfit (Gullikson et al. 2014), a
Python wrapper to the Line-by-Line Radiative Transfer
Model package (Clough et al. 2005). After masking out
the telluric and sky-emission lines, the master template
is created using all of the HPF observations for this tar-
get. We used barycorrpy (Kanodia & Wright 2018) to
account for the barycentric correction on each spectra.
The RVs, 1σ RV uncertainty, S/N, and exposure times
are listed in Table 1.

2.3. NESSI Speckle Imaging

To investigate the possibility of bright background
sources contaminating our RBO photometry, we ob-
served TOI-5375 with the NN-Explore Exoplanet Stellar
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Table 1. HPF observations of TOI-5375.

BJD1 RV (m/s) σ (m/s) SNR2

2459159.972591 1077.82 95.49 57
2459159.984070 1458.72 101.72 55
2459159.995844 2260.30 93.86 60
2459268.667101 9694.40 140.97 42
2459268.675136 9903.73 161.72 37
2459268.683141 9943.74 117.58 50
2459517.999874 -2325.99 115.32 50
2459520.006804 9021.04 109.39 52
2459530.957075 -17331.27 82.48 66
2459538.950183 10048.02 124.83 48
2459547.928928 -1769.31 92.52 60
2459596.774456 -25396.43 87.53 63

1BJD is the Barycentric Julian Date.
1The SNR is the sn18 value which is the median
SNR in order 18 at 1070 nm. The exposure times
are 945 seconds except for 2459268.*, which are
630 seconds. which are 630 seconds.

Figure 2. Speckle contrast curve of TOI-5375 from the
Sloan z’ filter using NESSI. The blue squares are 5-sigma
contrast limits at each angular separation with a spline fit in
red. The black plus signs are the extreme local maxima and
the black dots are extreme local minima for the sensitivity
limits. The data reveals no bright companions and no sig-
nificant sources of dilution at separations from 0.2" to 1.2"
from TOI-5375. The inset is the 4.7" × 4.7" NESSI speckle
image centered on TOI-5375 in the z’ filter.

Speckle Imager (NESSI; Scott et al. 2018) on the WIYN
3.5m telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory on
the night of 2022 April 21. A 9-minute sequence of 40
ms diffraction-limited speckle images was taken in the
Sloan z’ filter with NESSI’s red camera. A reconstructed

speckle image was generated following the procedures
described in Howell et al. (2011). Figure 2 shows the
contrast curve along with an inset of the NESSI speckle
image in the z’ filter. We conclude that there are no
close by sources with magnitudes brighter than ∆z’ =
4.45 for separations > 0.5 arcsec.

3. STELLAR PARAMETERS

HPF− SpecMatch (Stefansson et al. 2020) uses the em-
pirical template matching methodology discussed in Yee
et al. (2017) to derive stellar parameters of the host star
from HPF spectra. We used this package to calculate
the stellar parameters effective temperature (Teff ), sur-
face gravity (log(g)), metallicity ([Fe/H]), and v sin iA.
HPF− SpecMatch identifies the spectra that best match
well-characterized stars from a library using χ2 mini-
mization. Then, it creates a composite spectrum using
a weighted, linear combination of the five best-matching
library spectra and derives the stellar properties using
these weights. While searching for the best-matching li-
brary spectra, HPF− SpecMatch uses a linear limb dark-
ening law to broaden the stellar templates. We deter-
mined TOI-5375 has a Teff of 3897 ± 88 K, a log(g)
of 4.68 ± 0.046, a [Fe/H] of 0.29 ± 0.12, and v sin iA
of 16.7 ± 0.9 km/s. The reported uncertainty is the
standard deviation of the residuals from a leave-one-out
cross-validation procedure applied to the entire spectral
library in the chosen spectral order.
We derived the model-dependent stellar parameters,

mass and radius, using the spectral energy distribu-
tion (SED) which uses the EXOFASTv2 analysis package
(Eastman et al. 2019). EXOFASTv2 calculates the bolo-
metric corrections for the SED fit by linearly interpolat-
ing the precomputed bolometric corrections2 of log(g),
Teff , [Fe/H], and AV from the MIST model grids (Dot-
ter 2016; Choi et al. 2016). The SED fit uses Gaussian
priors on: (i) 2MASS J, H, K magnitudes, Sloan g’, r’,
i’ magnitudes and Johnson B, V magnitudes from Hen-
den et al. (2018), and Wide-field Infrared Survey Ex-
plorer magnitudes (Wright et al. 2010); (ii) log(g), Teff ,
and [Fe/H] derived from HPF− SpecMatch, and (iii) the
geometric distance calculated from Bailer-Jones et al.
(2021).
We applied an upper limit to the visual extinction

based on estimates of Galactic dust (Green et al. 2019)

2 http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/model_grids.html#
bolometric

http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/model_grids.html##bolometric
http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/model_grids.html##bolometric
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Table 2. Priors used in the joint fit.

Parameter Description Model
1

Orbital Parameters:
P Orbital Period (days) N (1.72154439, 0.1)

T0 Transit Midpoint (BJDTDB) N (2459391.4, 0.1)

log(RB/RA) Scaled Radius L(−1.66211817, 1)
log(K) RV semi-amplitude (m/s) U(0, 10)
b Impact Parameter U(0, 1)

Other Constraints:
RA Stellar radius (R�) N (0.649, 0.024)

MA Mass of star (M�) N (0.62, 0.016)

MB Mass of companion (M⊕) U(0.1, 3 ∗ 106)
q Mass ratio U(0, 1)
S Surface brightness ratio U(0, 1)
TeffA Effective temperature of the host star (Kelvin) N (3897, 88)

Jitter and Instrumental Terms:
γ Gamma velocity (m s−1) N (1859, 20000)

u1 Limb-darkening parameter
2

U(0, 1)

u2 Limb-darkening parameter
2

U(0, 1)
dv/dt HPF RV trend (mm s−1 year−1) N (0, 5)

sigmaRV RV jitter(m s−1) N (10−3, 103)

DTESS TESS dilution U(0.1, 1.5)
Q Quality factor for secondary oscillation U(0.01, 500.0)
dQ Difference between quality factor for primary and secondary model U(0.01, 500.0)
f Fractional amplitude of secondary U(0.01, 1.0)
log(σphot) Log jitter U(−6, 1)

1N is normal, U is uniform, L is log normal.
2Each object in the binary system has an independent limb-darkening parameter associated with it. The limb-darkening
parameters are used in the secondary eclipse function.

Table 3. Summary of the primary star’s stellar parameters.

Parameter
1

Description Model

RA Stellar radius (R�) 0.649± 0.024

MA Stellar mass (M�) 0.620± 0.016

ρA Density (cgs) 3.83+0.28
−0.24

Av V-band extinction (mag) 0.017+0.014
−0.012

Teff (K) Effective temperature (K) 3897± 88

[Fe/H] Metallicity (dex) 0.29± 0.12

log(g) Surface gravity (cgs) 4.68± 0.046

v sin iA Rotational broadening (km s−1) 16.7± 0.9

d distance (pc) 121.14± 0.20

1Stellar parameters are derived from HPF− SpecMatch.
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Figure 3. Top-Left: RV data points in black with the best-fitting joint fit model overlaid in blue. Bottom-Left: Residuals from
the best-fit model. Right: Phase folded RVs with the best-fitting joint fit model overlaid.
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calculated at the distance determined by Bailer-Jones
et al. (2021). We converted the extinction from Green
et al. (2019) to a visual magnitude extinction using the
Rv = 3.1 reddening law from Fitzpatrick (1999)). Table
2 contains the priors used in the joint fit described in
Section 4, and Table 3 contains the stellar parameters
derived from our HPF SpecMatch analysis with their
uncertainties. The model-dependent mass and radius
are 0.649 ±0.024 M� and 0.620 ±0.016 R� respectively.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Joint Fitting with Photometry and RV Data

We used the exoplanet modeling code (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2021) to carry out a joint fit of TESS,
RBO, and HPF data. exoplanet implements a Hamil-
tonian Monte Carlo (HMC) parameter estimation from
PyMC3 (Salvatier et al. 2016) using the Gelman–Rubin
statistic of R̂ ≤ 1.1 (Ford 2006) to check for convergence.
exoplanet uses starry (Luger et al. 2019; Agol

et al. 2020) to model the transits and uses a sepa-
rate quadratic limb-darkening term for each instrument.
Each sector was fit with an independent limb-darkening
coefficient. For uninformative limb-darkening priors, we
reparameterized the priors following the procedure de-
scribed in Kipping (2013). We included a jitter term
as a simple noise model for each photometric dataset.
We assumed a circular orbit and fix the eccentricity to
zero. We also used a dilution term on the photomet-
ric model because we want to account for potentially
blended background stars in the TESS data. We did
not include the dilution term for the RBO data because
the higher spatial resolution compared to TESS allows
for the star to be isolated from background stars, and
our NESSI data confirm that there are no background
objects within the RBO point spread function.
We used the standard Keplerian model for the RVs.

The photometric model includes the quadratic limb-
darkening law (Kipping 2013). We simultaneously fit
a Gaussian Process (GP) to the photometric data to de-
trend the light curve and extracted the transits. Our
GP kernel is a mixture of two simple harmonic oscil-
lator terms that can be used to model stellar rotation
as a stochastically-driven, damped harmonic oscillator
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017; Foreman-Mackey 2018).
We used this kernel to model the quasi-periodic signal
for our likelihood function for the TESS photometry.
We also assumed a linear trend for the RV data. Figure
3 shows the best fit model overlaid on the RV data with
the residuals plotted in the lower panel and shows the
phase folded RVs along with the best fit model. We note
that the jitter term is relatively high compared to other
HPF measurements due to the stellar activity and vari-

Figure 4. Top: Light curve of RBO data of an exposure
time of 240 seconds normalized and detrended using As-
troImageJ. MCMC model is overlaid with the blue shaded
region indicating a 1σ deviation. Bottom: Residuals of this
model with a median value of 1528.52 ppm.

ability of the star (as seen in Figure 1). Figure 4 shows
the RBO photometry with the model overlaid. Table 2
contains a list of our priors used as inputs to exoplanet.

4.2. Independent RV Validation

To test the validity of our joint fit, we used the sim-
plest case of fitting the RV data with exoplanet. We
adapted the recipe from Foreman-Mackey et al. (2021a)
to fit a single companion using the same RV priors as
the joint fit and create a single Keplerian RV model fix-
ing the eccentricity to zero. Our posterior result for the
semi-amplitude is 18.26 km/s with a σ of 0.17 km/s,
which is consistent with our joint fit posterior values.

4.3. Joint Fit Using Secondary Eclipse Model

We built upon our initial joint fit model by adding an
additional component to model the secondary eclipse in
the TESS data. We adopted part of the recipe from
Foreman-Mackey et al. (2021b)3 by including normal
priors of the ratios of the of mass (q), radius (RB/RA),
and surface brightness (S). We applied the secondary
eclipse function from exoplanet to the TESS sectors
to model the secondary eclipse. We did not apply the
secondary eclipse function to the RBO data as the du-
ration does not include the secondary eclipse portion of
the light curve. The secondary eclipse function models
the transits using starry. As with our initial joint fit,
we fixed the eccentricity to zero to improve the stabil-
ity of the modeling calculation. Solving for eccentricity
would be an interesting astrophysical parameter, how-
ever, our attempts at allowing this parameter to float
caused the model to become unstable. We used two

3 https://gallery.exoplanet.codes/tutorials/eb/

 https://gallery.exoplanet.codes/tutorials/eb/
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independent quadratic limb-darkening law parameters
for the primary star and transiting companion and con-
cluded that our results from this fit are consistent with
our single quadratic limb-darkening model.
Figure 5 shows the photometric plot of TESS sector 20

along with a stellar rotation GP kernel. The detrended
photometry is shown in the bottom panel along with
the optimized mapped eclipses overlaid before running
the HMC. The optimized parameter estimates are then
used as the initial conditions when running the HMC.
Figure 6 shows the phase folded photometry data from
TESS sector 20 with the best fit model posteriors and 1σ
interval (16th and 84th percentiles). Figure 7 shows the
phase folded photometric data of the secondary eclipse
from TESS sector 20 with the best fit model and 1σ
interval. Our analysis yields for the companion a mass
of 0.080±0.002M� a radius of 0.1114+0.0048

−0.0050R�, making
the companion, not a planet, but rather a very low mass
star, which we designate as TOI-5375 B. Table 4 shows
these and other parameters derived from our joint fit
analysis.

5. DISCUSSION

Understanding the characteristics of companion ob-
jects requires knowledge of the host star. The contrast
ratio of exoplanet systems makes secondary eclipse de-
tection nearly impossible. Therefore, deriving the phys-
ical parameters for exoplanets is often reliant on the ac-
curacy of stellar evolution models. Eclipsing binary sys-
tems, where the secondary’s light can be detected, are
important for constraining those stellar evolution mod-
els. In particular, objects near the hydrogen-burning
mass limit, like TOI-5375 B, are able to measure the
mass and radius mostly independent of models. An es-
timate of the companion age would indeed make this a
benchmark VLMS.
The simplest way to determine the age of the com-

panion is to assume it is coeval with the primary star,
for which we can constrain the age. Isochrone models
and asteroseismology are less reliable for low-mass stars
than for solar-type stars for determining ages, so age
estimates for our M-dwarf primary star are weakly con-
strained at best. One property of low-mass stars we can
exploit is the rotation period. M dwarfs lose angular
momentum as they age which results in their rotation
period increasing (Engle & Guinan 2011). Therefore,
rotation periods can be used to estimate the ages of M
dwarfs (see; Kiraga & Stepien 2007; Guinan et al. 2016;
Popinchalk et al. 2021; Barnes 2003). Engle & Guinan
(2018) provide a relation to calculate the age of an early

M dwarf (M0-1 V stars) using its rotational period

t(Gyrs) = 0.365 + 0.019 ∗ P 1.457
rot (days). (1)

If we attribute the variability of the host star to evolv-
ing star spots over each sector of TESS data, we can
use the star spots to extract the rotation period using
the period of the GP of 1.9716+0.0080

−0.0083 days. We inde-
pendently measured the rotation period using the peri-
odogram function from lightkurve (Lightkurve Collab-
oration et al. 2018) for each TESS sector and a joint
periodogram. The joint periodogram yielded a rotation
period of ∼1.99 days; this analysis is broadly consistent
(2σ) with the rotation period extracted from the GP fit.
This period is also visually consistent with the 4% mod-
ulation seen in Figure 1. Equation 1 suggests a rotation
period derived age of ∼400 Myrs. This value is consis-
tent within 1σ of the expected age of an early M dwarf
with a rotation period between 1<P<10 days as seen in
Newton et al. (2016). However, we note that due to the
complex nature of the close binary system, which has
potentially significant tidal effects affecting the angular
momentum of the system, rotation-based ages derived
for single stars and widely separated binaries may not
apply.
The depth of the secondary eclipse observed in TESS

can be modeled as a function of various fundamental
properties (e.g., Charbonneau et al. 2005; Esteves et al.
2013; Shporer 2017),

Depth =

(
R2

R∗

)2 ∫
τ(λ)F2,ν(λ, T2)dλ∫
τ(λ)F∗,ν(λ, Te)dλ

+Ag

(
R2

a

)2

,

(2)
where τ(λ) is the TESS transmission function, Te and
F∗,ν(λ, Te) are the effective temperature and flux of the
host star, T2 and F2,ν(λ, T2) is the brightness temper-
ature and flux of TOI-5375 B, and Ag is the geometric
albedo. For TOI-5375 B, we ignored any contribution
to the eclipse depth from reflected light and ellipsoidal
variations (e.g., Shporer 2017). We used our posterior
distribution to estimate the fluxes of the host star and
companion using BT-Settl models (Allard et al. 2012)
based on the Caffau et al. (2011) solar abundances. We
used SPISEA (Hosek et al. 2020) , an open-source python
package that simulates simple stellar populations, as an
interface to the BT-Settl model grid. This method yields
a temperature of 2600 ± 70 K, which is consistent with
TOI-5375 B being a late-M-type VLMS.
We used the Bayesian Analysis for Nearby Young As-

sociatioNs Σ (BANYANΣ) to calculate the member-
ship probability of TOI-5375 with any nearby stellar
clusters within 150 pc of the Sun (Gagné et al. 2018).
BANYANΣ uses multivariate Gaussian models in 6-
dimensional space on 27 young associations with ages in
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Figure 5. Representative example of TESS Sector 20 photometry along with a stellar rotation GP kernel (top). The detrended
photometry is shown in the middle panel, with the eclipses overlaid in blue. The bottom panel shows the residuals.

Figure 6. Phase folded photometric observations for TOI-
5375 in Sector 20. The grey points are the detrended data,
the red points are 300-second bins, and the model is shown in
blue with a thin blue shaded region indicating a 1σ deviation.
The median residual value for the joint fit over all sectors and
including the primary and secondary eclipse is 1330 ppm.

the range ∼1–800 Myr. Using the coordinates, proper
motion, radial velocity, and parallax from the GAIA
DR3 archive (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2022),
BANYANΣ indicates a 99.9% likelihood of TOI-5375
being associated with the field.

Figure 7. Phase folded photometric observations of the
secondary eclipse for TOI-5375 in sector 20. Plot markers
are identical to those used in Figure 6.

Figure 8 shows TOI-5375 B plotted on a mass-radius
distribution of substellar and other low-mass stars near
the hydrogen-burning mass limit. We also show the
solar metallicity ([M/H] = 0.0) evolutionary isochrone
tracks from Baraffe (Baraffe et al. 2015) and Sonora
(Marley et al. 2021). Our mass-radius results are consis-
tent with the 0.4 Gyr model, and this is consistent with
our rotation-based estimate of the age of the system.
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Table 4. Derived parameters of TOI-5375 using the limb-darkening joint fit
model.

Parameter Unit Value

Parameters:
Period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P (Days) . . . . . . . . . . 1.72155391+0.00000144

−0.00000142

Impact Parameter . . . . . . b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.24+0.12
−0.14

Semi-amplitude Velocity K0 (m s−1) . . . . . . . 18256.82+209.84
−208.49

RV trend. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dv/dt (m s−1 yr−1) 0.14+4.92
−5.07

RV jitter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . σHPF (m s−1) . . . . . 424.25+134.28
−89.55

RV offset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . γHPF (m s−1) . . . . . -8535.87+163.89
−164.016

Transit Parameters:
Transit midpoint . . . . . . . T0 (BJDTDB) . . . . . 2458843.91098± 0.00032

Scaled radius . . . . . . . . . . . RB/RA . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1493± 0.0030

Flux ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.086+0.012
−0.011

Scaled semi-major axis . a/RA . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.65+0.20
−0.25

Eclipse depth . . . . . . . . . . Fecl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00193+0.00026
−0.00025

Inclination . . . . . . . . . . . . . i (degrees) . . . . . . . . 88.41+0.97
−0.86

Transit Duration . . . . . . . T14 (days) . . . . . . . . . 0.07126+0.00097
−0.00095

Photometric Jitter . . . . . σTESS S20 . . . . . . . . . 0.001740+0.000081
−0.000082

σTESS S26 . . . . . . . . . 0.001626+0.00013
−0.00012

σTESS S40 . . . . . . . . . 0.001931± 0.000093

σRBO
a . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00195+0.00028

−0.00027

Dilution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DTESS S20 . . . . . . . . 0.926+0.033
−0.032

DTESS S26 . . . . . . . . 0.821+0.033
−0.031

DTESS S40 . . . . . . . . 0.710+0.024
−0.023

Rotation Period . . . . . . . . Prot (days) . . . . . . . . 1.9716+0.0080
−0.0083

Companion Parameters:
Radius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RB (R⊕) . . . . . . . . . . 10.71+2.057

−0.97

RB (RJ) . . . . . . . . . . 0.96+0.18
−0.087

RB (R�) . . . . . . . . . . 0.098+0.019
−0.0089

Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MB (M⊕) . . . . . . . . 26642.4± 666.06

MB (MJ) . . . . . . . . . 84.37± 2.02

MB (M�) . . . . . . . . 0.080± 0.002

Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . TB (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2600± 70

Semi-major Axis . . . . . . . a (AU) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02484+0.00024
−0.00026

aRBO parameters come from joint fit using quadratic limb-darkening function.

However, in this region of parameter space, isochrones
corresponding to older ages begin to fall on top of each
other as the stars settle on the main sequence, so at
2σ our radius measurement is consistent with a broad
range of isochrone ages. TOI-5375 B is comparable in
mass and radius to Kepler-503b (Cañas et al. 2018) al-
though Kepler-503b’s age is much older at ∼6.7Gyrs. It
is gratifying to see that both objects are consistent with
the isochrone tracks for their respective ages.

5.1. Additional Observations

Our HPF− SpecMatch analysis measured a spectro-
scopic v sin iA of 16.7 ± 0.9km/s. Combining this with
the 1.9716+0.0080

−0.0083 day rotation period from our joint fit,
and stellar radius of 0.632 ± 0.019R� allows an esti-
mate of the stellar inclination. Using the methodol-
ogy from Masuda & Winn (2020), and allowing incli-
nation to range from 0 to 180 degrees, yields a stellar
inclination estimate of 90 ± 13 degrees. Our modeled
orbital inclination posterior is 88.41+0.97

−0.86 degrees. To-
gether, our joint fit, the v sin iA, and rotation period
suggest both the stellar equator and orbit of TOI-5375
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Figure 8. Derived mass and radius of the companion of TOI-5375 plotted with other objects near the hydrogen-burning mass
limit. For reference, Kepler-503 is plotted in blue (Cañas et al. 2018); TOI-148, TOI-587, and TOI-681 are plotted in blue,
orange, and green, respectively, while other low-mass stars and high-mass substellar companions from von Boetticher et al.
(2017) as gray circles. We show solar metallicity ([M/H] = 0.0) evolutionary isochrone tracks from Baraffe et al. (2015) (solid
lines) and from (Marley et al. 2021) (dashed lines). These models are for substellar companions and low-mass stars, and span
the ages 0.4 1, 4, and 10 Gyr.

B are close to edge on, and most likely well aligned.
Independent measurements of the obliquity using the
Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect (Triaud 2018) would
directly confirm these results. However, due to the rela-
tive faintness and length of transit duration (1.74 hours),
acquiring RV data from the HET would be nearly impos-
sible, so a different spectrograph, such as MAROON-X
(Seifahrt et al. 2022) at Gemini would be required.
The modulation seen in the different TESS sectors in

Figure 1 could be used to deduce the atmospheric circu-
lation (e.g., Bourrier et al. 2020) and future efforts could
explore the efficacy of heat circulation in the companion
based on the temperature measured in transit and in the
eclipse position, however such an analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper.

6. SUMMARY

We present ground-based follow up data from HPF,
NESSI, and RBO, and use it along with TESS photom-

etry to carry out a Hamiltonian Markov Chain (HMC)
joint fit that characterizes the companion to TOI-5375.
This analysis shows TOI-5375 B is a VLMS with a
mass of 0.080 ± 0.002M� a radius of 0.1114+0.0048

−0.0050R�,
and brightness temperature of 2600 ± 70 K, on a
1.721553+0.000001

−0.000001 day orbit. The host star has a ro-
tation period of 1.9716+0.0080

−0.0083 days, determined by the
spot-induced periodicity in the lightcurve. The rota-
tion period is suggestive of an age of ∼400 Myrs mea-
sured using single star evolution of wide binaries and is
not associated with any nearby clusters. TOI-5375 is
amenable to additional modeling including atmospheric
circulation, RM observations to measure obliquity, and
the 3-D architecture of the orbit.
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